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Abstract: This study considers two asymmetric ports under international competition in which each
country has a hub port and a private manufacturer and investigates strategic interactions between
port privatization and emission tax policies. We emphasize the key role of the relative market size
between the two countries and show that in a privatization choice game, port privatization is a
dominant strategy in a larger country, but it will be chosen by a smaller country only if its relative
market size is not so small. We also show that the coordination of global emission taxes before
privatization choices can induce the equilibrium of the game to be globally optimal when the emission
tax is relatively high. This finding provides an important policy implication on the climate change
that coordinated global environmental policy is imperatively required in the port privatization policy.
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1. Introduction

Since the 1970s, as many countries have moved toward the privatization of public ports, the
private operation of port facilities has become increasingly common worldwide. According to the
general category (ownership structure) defined by The World Bank (2007), service/tool (public) ports
and landlord ports are generally considered to have a strong focus on public objectives (i.e., maximizing
consumer surplus), while fully private ports will mainly focus on profits only [1]. In accordance
with the global trend of liberalization and deregulation, the privatization of public ports is regarded
as a policy option that can raise port competitiveness [2–4]. In recent years, many researchers have
expressed concern about the impact of the port privatization on the environment since the ownership
structure of ports has been recognized as one of the most important determinants of port usage fees
and emissions that influence port efficiency and environmental protection.

Owing to the explosive development of international shipping, the emissions of ports account
for a significant share of global emissions of greenhouse gases. According to data from the Hong
Kong Environmental Protection Department in 2017, international shipments are the largest source of
respirable suspended particulate (RSP), NOx and SO2, representing about 34%, 37% and 52% of the
RSP, NOx and SO2 in Hong Kong for that year [5]. Hence, governments should globally adjust their
privatization and environmental policies under international open competition.

To achieve the goal of carbon emission reduction, many countries have implemented carbon tax
policies, such as the Netherlands, Sweden, Finland and Norway in Europe. According to data from the
International Maritime Organization (IMO), the annual carbon dioxide emissions of the international
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shipping industry account for about 3% of the total global emissions in 2014. It is estimated that if no
further supervision is introduced, this number will jump to 18% in 2050 [6]. Thus, the EU Commission
has been committed to imposing a maritime carbon tax since 2012. The EU has monitored the carbon
emissions of ships over 5000 tons since 2018, which can be seen as the first step towards a maritime
carbon tax.

On the one hand, earlier studies of the privatization policy examined the ownership structure of a
public port in a competitive market and the effect of the port privatization on performances. At the
political level, many governments consider the privatization or corporatization of public ports as a
political option to increase the competitive position of their ports [2,7,8]. For instance, governance,
meaning port ownership and management, is one of the factors that influence the performance and
efficiency of ports [9]. Port privatization not only improves efficiency and performance, but also
increases trade volume [10–15]. Moreover, the link between port efficiency and export variety for a
broad cross-section of countries, and the effect of airport privatization on per-connecting-passenger
charges are also analyzed [16–18]. Thus, the door privatization has positive effects on cost-effectiveness
and technical efficiency [19–22].

Further, several theoretical works examined the port privatization and found some interesting
results in an international competition. For example, both privatization of the two airports is an
equilibrium in an international competition. However, no privatization leads to greater welfare,
even though a smaller country has a larger incentive to adopt a privatization policy [4,23,24].
Moreover, using a game theory approach, the effects of port ownership structure on port tariffs,
investments, profits, and well-being in an international market are investigated [25,26]. They showed
that a smaller country’s government is more likely to privatize its ports, whereas the larger country’s
government is more likely to nationalize its ports to protect its domestic market [26]. Finally, the port
ownership strategy alters according to the exporting firm’s competition under free trade or trade
tariff regime [27,28]. However, these researchers did not take the environmental concerns of the port
privatization policy into account.

On the other hand, recent studies of a mixed oligopoly market have explored the relationship
between privatization policy and environmental regulation in both domestic and international markets.
Since the pioneering studies examined the effects of privatization policy on the environment in a mixed
market, the past decade has witnessed an increasing volume of research on the environment in a mixed
oligopoly framework [29,30]. In the context of a domestic market, Beladi and Chao showed that full
privatization harms the environment in a monopoly market [30]. Naito and Ogawa found that the
optimal level of environmental regulation critically depends on the degree of privatization and their
relationship is not monotonous [31]. Xu et al. compared a Cournot with a Bertrand duopoly in a
differentiated mixed market wherein both emission taxes and privatization policies are strategically
substitutable [32]. Ye and Zhao also examined the impact of public firms in mixed oligopolies on
environmental protection and regulation [33]. In particular, Tseng and Pilcher firstly proposed a ship
emission tax in port/berth and considered it valuable and viable at a policy level and Zheng et al.
investigated a possible port emission regulation impacted by incomplete information [34,35]. In the
context of an international market, Abe et al. investigated the effect of bilateral trade liberalization
and environmental regulation on national welfare and the environment [36]. Sheng et al. compared
the economic and environmental effects of a unilateral maritime emission regulation with those of a
uniform maritime emission regulation [37]. Xu and Lee also examined the strategic interaction between
two governments under different privatization policies with import tariffs and environmental taxes [38].
Finally, Cui and Notteboom investigated the interaction between emission taxes and port privatization
under different competition modes and showed that port privatization has a non-monotonous effect
on a port’s environmental damage [39]. We show an overview of the literature in the following Table 1.
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Table 1. Overview of the literature on port privatization and emission tax.

Reference Methodology Time Frame Region Assumptions Main Results

[4] Analytical – –
Two hub ports located in different
countries competing in prices in a
mixed market

Bilateral privatization is an equilibrium, while no
privatization leads to greater social welfare.

[7] Mix – – – The privatization of public ports as a political option
to increase the competitive position of their ports.

[9] Empirical 1983–1990 UK –
Governance, meaning port ownership and
management, is one of the factors that influence the
performance and efficiency of ports.

[10] Mix – – –
Private participation in port operations and
infrastructure could make ports significantly
more competitive.

[11] Empirical 1994 EU&AS –

Efficiency is higher at the hub ports when compared
to the feeder ports because these are, in many cases,
managed by local authorities and are not linked to
global operators.

[12] Empirical 1996–1999 MX –
Port reforms in a competitive environment can
generate large short-term improvements in the
average performance of the sector.

[13] Empirical 1998–2000 Greece & Portugal – Port privatization has increased efficiency in ports in
European countries.

[14] Empirical 1991–2004 Global – Ownership restructuring contributed to total factor
productivity gains.

[15] Empirical 1999–2003 US – Port efficiency significantly increases trade volumes.

[16] Empirical 1960–2006 Global – An improvement in port operating efficiency tends to
increase export variety.

[17] Empirical 2011–2004 Global – The privatization of one or more airports would
improve the efficiency of all airports.

[19] Empirical 1989–1998 AS – The transformation of ownership from public to
private sector improves economic efficiency.
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Table 1. Cont.

Reference Methodology Time Frame Region Assumptions Main Results

[20] Empirical 1992–1999 Global – Efficiency may reduce with the increasing
involvement of the private-sector in the ownership.

[21] Empirical 1999 Global – Private sector participation in the port industry to
some extent can improve port operation efficiency.

[22] Empirical 2000–2010 Panama& US – A tendency for privatized ports to be more effective
than publicly run operations.

[23] Analytical – – Two airports competing in prices in
international mixed oligopolies

Both privatization of the two airports is likely to be an
equilibrium and it is socially desirable.

[24] Analytical – – Two airports competing in quantities or
prices under different ownership

Bilateral privatization is the unique equilibrium, but
the no privatization is socially desirable.

[25] Analytical – – A single partially privatized port in the
domestic market

Capacity investment and pricing are significantly
influenced by a port’s ownership form and the
different levels of government involved.

[26] Analytical – –
Two asymmetric ports with different
market size competing in prices in
two countries

1. No privatization may lead to greater welfare,
but it may not be socially desirable.

2. A smaller (larger) country’s government is more
likely to privatize (nationalize) its ports.

[27] Analytical – –
Two ports located in different countries
competing in quantities and prices in a
third-market model

1. The port ownership strategy alters according to
the exporting firm’s competition.

2. The welfare of the exporting country depends
on the modes of competition and degree
of substitutability.

[28] Analytical – –
Two ports located in two countries
competes in prices under tariff policy in
an import-competing trade model

1. The home country chooses port privatization,
while the foreign country always prefers
nationalization under tariff.

2. Welfare depends on port ownership and
trade policy.
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Table 1. Cont.

Reference Methodology Time Frame Region Assumptions Main Results

[29] Analytical – –
Public and private firms competing in
quantities under emission tax in a
domestic mixed market

The outcome of the decision whether to privatize a
public firm may be different if the government
internalizes the environmental damage than if it
ignores it.

[30] Analytical – – A partially privatized firm under
emission tax in a monopoly market

Privatization can have a negative effect on the
environment in a monopoly market.

[31] Analytical – – Two firms competing in quantities under
emission tax in a domestic mixed market

The optimal level of environmental regulation
critically depends on the degree of privatization and
its relationship is not monotonous.

[32] Analytical – –
Two firms competing in quantities and
prices under emission tax in a mixed
market

The optimal emission tax is always lower than the
marginal environmental damage and the optimal
privatization is always partial privatization.

[33] Analytical – –
Two firms competing in quantities with
homogeneous goods under pollution tax
in a domestic market

More stringent environmental regulation does not
necessarily reduce pollution levels. Moreover, the
equivalence between environmental taxes and
standards breaks down.

[34] Empirical 2012 CN –
Pollutants from ships in Taiwanese ports are both
measurable and serious in scale, i.e., that such an
emission tax is theoretically valuable and viable.

[35] Analytical – – A port with emission regulation in a
risk-averse EM model

A risk-averse environmental monitor can improve
port user’s social welfare under imperfect
information.

[36] Analytical – –
Two carriers competing in international
markets under environmental
regulations

Imposing an emission tax can improve or reduce
social welfare, depending on the degree of
liberalization.

[37] Analytical – – Two private ports competing in prices
under emission tax in a domestic market

A unilateral maritime emission regulation may lead to
an increase in total emissions, whereas a uniform
regulation always reduces total emissions.

[38] Analytical – –
Two firms competing in quantities under
tariffs and emission taxes in an
international mixed market

Bilateral privatization leads to higher tariffs and it
always increases social welfares, while the unilateral
privatization decreases domestic welfare, but
increases foreign welfare.
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Table 1. Cont.

Reference Methodology Time Frame Region Assumptions Main Results

[39] Analytical – –
Two ports competing in quantities and
prices with differentiated services under
emission tax in mixed markets

1. The optimal emission tax is lower than the
marginal emission damage.

2. Port privatization has a non-monotonous effect
on ports’ environmental damage.

[40] Analytical – –
Two firms competing in prices under
emission tax in the simultaneous-move
and sequential-move games

A simultaneous-move (sequential-move) outcome can
be an equilibrium outcome in a private duopoly under
significant (insignificant) environmental externality,
but this result can be reversed in a mixed duopoly.
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Although these findings on the relationship between privatization and emission tax policies provide
interesting insights, the literature has scarcely examined the interaction between port privatization
and emission taxes in an international mixed market. In particular, if two countries have asymmetric
market sizes, it crucially brings about engaging in strategic interactions, as shown in Matsushima and
Takauchi [26]. In this paper, we incorporate environmental perspective and explore the relationship
between port privatization policy and environmental tax regulation under international competition.
In particular, we extended Matsushima and Takauchi and Cui and Notteboom by considering port
privatization choice games and different types of environmental taxes in this paper, in which the
pollutants occur during port operations [26,39]. Further, we assume that two governments impose an
emission tax on their domestic port because both ports charge usage fees to the exports of the firms
during international transactions. On the contrary, if the emission taxes are imposed on shipping
firms, however, it will be absorbed in usage fee, especially, under public port. This is different from
Abe et al. which considered the effect of emission taxes which are imposed on shipping firms on
national welfare and the environment [36]. Taking port emissions between two countries that have
asymmetric market sizes into considerations, we examine strategic policy interactions between the
two governments in this paper. We examine three different privatization policies: (i) no privatization
case in which both governments keep their port public, (ii) bilateral privatization case in which both
governments privatize their ports simultaneously and (iii) unilateral privatization case in which only
one of the two governments privatizes its ports. Then, we compare port usage fees, emission taxes and
welfare levels among those cases. Finally, we consider a port privatization choice game between the
two countries and examine the role of global emission taxes in which both countries can coordinate
emission taxes.

We show that the equilibrium outcomes under an international mixed market depend on the
emission tax and privatization policies of each country and find the key role of the relative market
size between the two countries in determining the port privatization and emission tax policies.
These results are contrasting to Matsushima and Takauchi who show that per-unit trade cost is the
key determinant of the organizational structure when the market size in the two countries is the
same [26]. Our main findings are as follows: First, the optimal emission tax level is always higher
than the marginal environmental damage in a larger country, while it may be lower (higher) than the
marginal environmental damage when the relative market size is small (large) in a smaller country.
This result is opposite to the previous findings. In particular, it is in contract to the finding in Cui and
Notteboom who examined the unilateral market with port privatization and showed that the optimal
emission tax can be always higher than the marginal environmental damage [39]. Hence, each country
can use emission taxes to substitute its privatization policy. Further, the optimal tax rate is lower than
marginal environmental damage when there is imperfect competition either under a private or mixed
market in the literature of emission taxes [32,38,40].

Second, a unilaterally privatized port sets the highest port usage fee and obtains the greatest
domestic welfare when the other country keeps its port public. Thus, there may be excessive initiatives
in port privatization policies. This finding of excessive privatization is consistent with the previous
findings in an international competition under competitive privatization [4,23,24,26,41]. Matsushima
and Takauchi found that the smaller country’s government is more likely to privatize its ports, whereas
the larger country’s government is more likely to nationalize its ports to protect its domestic market [26].
In particular, Matsushima and Takauchi showed that per-unit trade cost is the key determinant of the
organizational structure. However, with the consideration of emission taxes, our analysis shows that
port privatization policy is a dominant strategy for the larger country, while the smaller country chooses
to nationalize (privatize) its ports when its relative market size is relatively (not so) small [26]. This is
because the country with a privatized port can use emission taxes to substitute privatization policy
strategically. In this situation, each country will take aggressive choices in the port privatization policy.

Third, no privatization yields the greatest global welfare, but either bilateral or unilateral
privatization could be the equilibrium in an endogenous choice game of port privatization policies,
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depending on the relative market size. Thus, the equilibrium of the port privatization choice game
under international competition may yield a suboptimal result from a global perspective. This result is
consistent with Czerny et al. and Matsushima and Takauchi who found that no privatization may lead
to greater welfare, but the equilibrium may not be socially desirable [4,26].

Finally, the equilibrium in a port privatization choice game may not be globally optimal even
under the coordinated emission taxes after privatization choices. However, the global emission taxes
before privatization choices can induce the equilibrium of the game to be globally optimal when the
emission tax is relatively high. On one hand, if both countries can coordinate global emission taxes
after port privatization choices, no privatization can be a unique equilibrium in a port privatization
choice game, while bilateral port privatization yields the greatest global welfare in this case. That is,
no privatization leads to the smallest global welfare if the coordinated global emission taxes are
determined after the privatization policy, which is in contrast to the results without coordination of
emission taxes. On the other hand, the global emission taxes before privatization choices can induce
the equilibrium of the privatization choice game to be globally optimal when the global emission tax is
relatively high. Therefore, it is globally desirable for both countries to coordinate a higher level of the
global emission tax before the countries choose the option of privatization of public ports. This finding
provides an important global policy implication on the climate change that coordinated environmental
policy between the countries is imperatively required in the port privatization policies.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the basic model. Section 3
analyzes four scenarios under international competition: one bilateral privatization case, two unilateral
privatization cases and one no privatization case, respectively. Section 4 compares the results of usage
fees, emission taxes and welfare and then considers a port privatization choice game between two
countries. Section 5 examines the coordination of emission taxes before and after the decision of port
privatization in an endogenous choice game, where both countries cooperate and maximize global
welfare. Section 6 concludes the study.

2. The Model

Suppose that there are two countries in the world: one is a larger country (country i) and the
other is a smaller country (country j). Each country has a (either public or private) port and a private
manufacturer that supplies homogeneous products to both markets. The consumption of products in
country i is denoted as Qi = qhi + qej, where qhi denotes the quantity supplied by the firm in country i
and qej denotes the exports from the firm in country j to market i.

The inverse demand function in each market is pi = 1−Qi and p j = 1− 1
b Q j, respectively, where

pi is the market price in country i and b denotes the relative market size of country j compared with
country i(, j). We assume that 0 < b ≤ 1; that is, the market size of j is smaller than or equal to
that of i and the relative market size of country j is small (large) when b is small (large). Given the
quantities supplied by the two firms, the consumer surplus in each market is given as CSi =

1
2 Qi

2 and
CS j =

1
2b Q j

2, respectively.
When a firm exports, it must use the two ports in each country with payments, which incurs a

per-unit shipping fee (transport cost) from competitive shippers. For simplification, no firm incurs
any costs other than those associated with transportation. Thus, the production cost is assumed to
be zero, while the export cost of firm i in country i is τ+ fi + f j, where τ is the per-unit shipping fee
(exogenously given by competitive shippers) and fi is the per-unit fee for the usage of the port in
country i. For the positive equilibrium outcomes in the analysis, we assume that τ ∈ [0, 1

4 ). The profit
of the private manufacturer in each county is the sum of the profits in the two markets:

πi = piqhi + (p j − τ− fi − f j)qei,
π j = p jqhj + (pi − τ− fi − f j)qej.

(1)

We assume that pollutants occur during port operations in this study, which are proportional
to the total traffic in each port, that is, qei + qej. In particular, we assume that the traffic emits the
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same pollutants and damage, which is quadratic in total traffics, EDi = ED j =
(qei+qej)

2

2 . Note that
we use the quadratic environment damage function to make sure that the second-order condition is
satisfied in this study, which is also commonly used in the mixed market literature [29,30,32,36,42,43].
Each government imposes emission taxes on the port to the traffic and the tax revenue of the government
in county i is Ti = ti(qei + qej), where ti > 0 and i , j. The owner of the port in each country does not
incur any operating cost, but must pay the emission tax. In addition, port revenue in country i comes
from exports from country i to country j and imports from country j to country i. Then, the profit of the
port in each country is given as:

Ri = ( fi − ti)(qei + qej),
R j = ( f j − t j)(qei + qej).

(2)

Domestic welfare is the sum of the consumer surplus, domestic industry profits, port profits and
tax revenue minus environmental damage:

Wi = CSi + πi + Ri + Ti − EDi,
W j = CS j + π j + R j + T j − ED j.

(3)

Finally, we define global welfare as the sum of these domestic welfare levels in Equation (3),
that is, W = Wi + W j.

We consider two types of port ownership in each country: public or private port. A port is
assumed to maximize domestic welfare in Equation (3) under public ownership, while it maximizes
port profits in Equation (2) under private ownership. We then examine the welfare effect of the
privatization choice of the two countries in the four policy regimes: (i) both ports are nationalized
(NN case), (ii) the port in the smaller country j is privatized (NP case), (iii) the port in the larger country
i is privatized (PN case) and (iv) both ports are privatized (PP case).

The timing of this game is as follows: In the first stage, each government chooses whether to
privatize its port simultaneously. In the second stage, each government chooses its emission tax
to maximize its domestic welfare. In the third stage, each port chooses its usage fees to maximize
its objectives. In the fourth stage, each manufacturer competes in quantities in a Cournot fashion.
The subgame perfect Nash equilibrium is solved by backward induction.

3. The Analysis

In the final stage, each private firm simultaneously sets its quantities to produce and export in
the two markets under international competition. From the first-order conditions of the private firm,
which maximizes Equation (1), we have the following equilibrium outputs:

qhi =
1 + τ+ fi + f j

3
, qei =

b
(
1− 2τ− 2 fi − 2 f j

)
3

, qhj =
b
(
1 + τ+ fi + f j

)
3

, qej =
1− 2τ− 2 fi − 2 f j

3
. (4)

A few remarks are in order. First, the shipping fee increases the domestic firm’s production in
each country, but decreases its exports to the other country, that is, ∂qhk

∂τ > 0 and ∂qek
∂τ < 0, where k = i, j.

Second, port usage fees also increase the domestic firm’s production in each country, but decrease

its exports to the other country, that is, ∂qhi
∂ fk

> 0,
∂qhj
∂ fk

> 0, ∂qei
∂ fk

< 0 and
∂qej
∂ fk

< 0, where k = i, j.
Third, the market size of country j is independent of the consumption of products in the other country

i, while it increases the consumption of products in its own country j, that is, ∂qhi
∂b = 0,

∂qej
∂b = 0,

∂qhj
∂b > 0 and ∂qei

∂b > 0. Finally, the emission tax is independent of the firm’s production and exports
because the tax effect is already embedded in the port usage fee schedule under different ownership

types, that is, ∂qhi
∂tk

= 0,
∂qhj
∂tk

= 0, ∂qei
∂tk

= 0 and ∂qei
∂tk

= 0, where k = i, j.
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Then, we have the profits of the port and domestic welfare in each country as follows:

Ri =
(1+b)(1−2τ−2 fi−2 f j)( fi−ti)

3 ,R j =
(1+b)(1−2τ−2 fi−2 f j)( f j−t j)

3 ,

Wi =

A1 + 2 fi
(
5− 7τ+ 3b− 6bτ+ 2b2

− 4b2τ
)

−

(
13 + 12b + 4b2

)
f 2
i + 2 f j

(
2 + 2b2

− τ− 4b2τ
)
−

(
1 + 4b2

)
f 2
j − 2 fi f j

(
7 + 6b + 4b2

)
18 ,

W j =

A2 − 2 fi
(
2− 4b− 2b2

− 4τ+ 5bτ+ 4b2τ
)
+
(
4− 5b− 4b2

)
f 2
i

+2 f j
(
1 + 7b + 2b2

− 2τ− 11bτ− 4b2τ
)
−

(
8 + 17b + 4b2

)
f 2
j − 2 fi f j

(
2 + 11b + 4b2

)
18 ,

(5)

where Ai(i = 1, . . . , 17) is presented in Appendix A.
In the following analysis, we examine four scenarios depending on port ownership in each country.

3.1. NN Case

Suppose that both governments choose to keep their ports public in the first stage. That is, there are
two public ports and two private manufactures in each country. Thus, in the third stage, each public
port simultaneously sets its usage fees to maximize its domestic welfare. Then, the differentiation of
Wi and W j in Equation (5) with respect to fi and f j, respectively, yield the following reaction functions
of the port:

fi
(

f j
)
=

5 + 3b + 2b2
−

(
7 + 6b + 4b2

)
τ−
(
7 + 6b + 4b2

)
f j

13 + 12b + 4b2 , (6)

f j( fi) =
1 + 7b + 2b2

−

(
2 + 11bτ+ 4b2

)
τ− (2 + 11b + 4b2) fi

8 + 17b + 4b2 . (7)

Equation (6) shows that fi
(

f j
)

decreases with f j, which implies that port usage fees are strategic
substitutes in international markets. Moreover, the port usage fee decreases with τ, because that an
increase in the shipping fee directly decreases the number of international transactions, thus, leads to a
decrease in the usage fee. From Equations (6) and (7), we can obtain the equilibrium port usage fees.
The equilibrium results in the NN case are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. The equilibrium results in the NN case.

Country i Country j

f NN 11+7b+2b2
−2(7+6b+4b2)τ

2(1+b)(15+8b)
1+13b+6b2

−2(2+11b+4b2)τ
2(1+b)(15+8b)

qNN
h

7+4b+2τ
15+8b

b(1−4τ)
15+8b

qNN
e

b(7+4b+2τ)
15+8b

1−4τ
15+8b

pNN 7+4b+2τ
15+8b

7+4b+2τ
15+8b

QNN 2(4+2b−τ)
15+8b

2b(4+2b−τ)
15+8b

πNN 49+57b+16b2+28τ+8bτ+4τ2+16bτ2

(15+8b)2
1+49b+56b2+16b3

−8τ+28bτ+16b2τ+16τ2+4bτ2

(15+8b)2

EDNN (1+b)2(1−4τ)2

2(15+8b)2
(1+b)2(1−4τ)2

2(15+8b)2

WNN 172+183b+49b2
−26τ−24bτ−8b 2τ+52τ2+48bτ2+16b2τ2

2(15+8b)2
2+173b+181b2+48b3

−16τ−34bτ−8b2τ+32τ2+68bτ2+16b2τ2

2(15+8b)2

Port usage fees are independent of the emission tax in the two countries, but are negatively
affected by the shipping fee in the NN case. Moreover, f NN

i ≥ f NN
j , where the equality holds only

when b = 1. That is, the port in the larger country sets a higher port usage fee than that in the smaller
country when both governments keep their port public. As mentioned below, the consumption of
products in the larger country is larger than that in the smaller country, thus, the port in the larger
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country sets a higher usage fee to reduce the business-stealing effect. Note also that shipping fees

decrease the usage fee in each country, that is, ∂ fi
∂τ < 0 and

∂ f j
∂τ < 0. In other words, the port should

lower its port fee when the shipping fee is higher. Finally, the relative market size decreases the usage

fee in country i, while it increases the usage fee in country j, that is, ∂ fi
∂b < 0 and

∂ f j
∂b > 0. The port in the

smaller country j increases its usage fee when its market size increases, while the port in the larger
country j decreases its usage fee when the market size in the opposite country increases.

A few remarks are in order. First, we show that qNN
hi ≥ qNN

hj and qNN
ej ≥ qNN

ei , where the equality
holds when b = 1. Thus, the firm’s domestic (exporting) output in the larger country is more (less)
than that in the smaller country. Next, we show that QNN

i ≥ QNN
j , where the equality holds when

b = 1. Thus, the market price is the same in the two countries, but the market consumption in the
larger country is higher than that in the smaller country. Then, we have that πNN

i ≥ πNN
j , where the

equality holds when b = 1. Thus, the profit of the firm in the larger country is also higher than that in

the smaller country. Finally, the marginal environmental damage is MEDNN
i = MEDNN

j =
(1+b)(1−4τ)

15+8b .
Thus, both marginal and total environmental damage are the same in the two countries, whereas
domestic welfare in the larger country is greater than that in the smaller country, that is, WNN

i > WNN
j .

These results are independent of the emission tax in each country. Thus, the emission tax is neutral to
environmental damage and domestic welfare in the NN case.

3.2. NP Case

Suppose that only the government in the smaller country chooses to privatize its port in the first
stage. That is, the port in the larger country i is public, while that in the smaller country j is private.
Thus, the public port in country i maximizes its domestic welfare, while the private port in county j
maximizes its profits simultaneously in the third stage. Then, the reaction function in country i is the
same as that in the NN case, which is shown in Equation (6), while the reaction function in country
j becomes

f j( fi) =
1− 2τ− 2 fi + 2t j

4
. (8)

Port usage fees are positively affected by the emission tax level only in the NP case.
The resulting equilibrium port usage fees are

fi =
13− 14τ+ 2b(3 + 2b)(1− 2τ) − 2

(
7 + 6b + 4b2

)
t j

2(19 + 18b + 4b2)
, f j =

3 + 6b(1− 2τ) − 12τ+ 2
(
13 + 12b + 4b2

)
t j

2(19 + 18b + 4b2)
. (9)

Port usage fees are independent of the emission tax in the larger country i, while they depend on
the emission tax in the smaller country j in the NP case. In particular, the emission tax in country j
affects the domestic port usage fee positively, but the foreign port usage fee negatively.

The resulting social welfare is

Wi =
A3−2(1+b)(13+12b+4b2)(1+2b−4τ−4bτ)t j+4(1+b)2(13+12b+4b2)t2

j

2(19+18b+4b2)2 ,

W j =
A4+2(1+b)(3+36b+48b2+20b3

−12τ−56bτ−76b2τ−32b3τ)t j−4(1+b)2(22+29b+12b2)t2
j

2(19+18b+4b2)2 .

(10)

In the second stage, the government in country j sets its emission tax to maximize its domestic
welfare. The differentiation of W j in Equation (10) with respect to t j yields the following optimal
emission tax:

tNP
j =

3 + 36b + 48b2 + 20b3
− 4(1 + b)2(3 + 8b)τ

4(1 + b)(22 + 29b + 12b2)
. (11)
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Note that the government with a private port in the smaller country imposes a positive emission
tax on its port strategically when the other government has a public port. Note also that the shipping
fee decreases the optimal emission tax, while the relative market size increases the optimal emission tax.

Substituting Equation (11) into Equation (9), we obtain the equilibrium port usage fees.
The equilibrium results in the NP case are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Equilibrium results in the NP case.

Country i Country j

f NP 29+42b+22b2+4b3
−4(1+b)(7+6b+4b2)τ

4(1+b)(22+29b+12b2)
9+48b+54b2+20b3

−4(1+b)2(9+8b)τ
4(1+b)(22+29b+12b2)

qNP
h

21+4τ+4b(7+3b+τ)
2(22+29b+12b2)

b(21+4τ+4b(7+3b+τ))
2(22+29b+12b2)

qNP
e

b(1+b)(1−4τ)
22+b(29+12b)

(1+b)(1−4τ)
22+b(29+12b)

pNP 21+4τ+4b(7+3b+τ)
2(22+29b+12b2)

21+4τ+4b(7+3b+τ)
2(22+29b+12b2)

QNP 23+30b+12b2
−4(1+b)τ

2(22+29b+12b2)
b(23+30b+12b2

−4(1+b)τ)
2(22+29b+12b2)

πNP A5+8(1+b)(21+24b+8b2)τ+16(1+b)2(1+4b)τ2

4(22+29b+12b2)2

A6+8(1+b)(−4+17b+28b2+12b3)τ+16(1+b)2(4+b)τ2

4(22+29b+12b2)2

EDNP (1+b)4(1−4τ)2

2(22+29b+12b2)2
(1+b)4(1−4τ)2

2(22+29b+12b2)2

WNP A7−8(1+b)2(13+12b+4b2)τ+16(1+b)2(13+12b+4b2)τ2

8(22+29b+12b2)2
1+68b+88b2+36b3

−8(1+b)2τ+16(1+b)2τ2

8(22+29b+12b2)

The equilibrium port usage fees are positive in the two countries, but their relationship depends
on the relative market size. That is, f NP

i < f NP
j when 0.62 < b < 1 and 0 ≤ τ < τ1, where τi (i = 1, . . . , 5)

is presented in Appendix A. Otherwise, f NP
i ≥ f NP

j . This states that when the relative market size is
not so small and the shipping fee is low, the privatized port in the smaller country sets a higher port
usage fee than that of the public port in the larger country.

Comparing the equilibrium results in the two countries, we have that: (i) qNP
hi ≥ qNP

hj , qNP
ej ≥ qNP

ei ,

QNP
i ≥ QNP

j and πNP
i ≥ πNP

j , where the equality holds when b = 1; (ii) MEDNP
i = MEDNP

j =

(1+b)2(1−4τ)
22+29b+12b2 . However, we find that domestic welfare in a smaller country could be higher than that in
a larger country in the NP case. In particular, domestic welfare in the larger country is greater than that
in the smaller country at almost all the range of b, while it is lower than that in the country j in which
the port is fully privatized when the sizes of the two countries are almost same, that is, WNP

i ≤WNP
j

when 0.99 < b ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ τ ≤ τ2. Otherwise, WNP
i > WNP

j .

3.3. PN Case

Suppose that only the government in the larger country chooses to privatize its port in the first
stage. That is, the port in the larger country i is private, while that in the smaller country j is public.
Thus, the private port in country i maximizes its profits, while the public port in country j maximizes
its domestic welfare simultaneously in the third stage. Then, the reaction function in country j is the
same as that in the NN case, while the reaction function in country i becomes:

fi
(

f j
)
=

1− 2τ− 2 f j + 2ti

4
. (12)

Port usage fees are positively affected by the emission tax level only in the PN case.
The resulting equilibrium port usage fees are:

fi =
3(2 + b) − 12τ(1 + b) + 2

(
8 + 17b + 4b2

)
ti

2(14 + 23b + 4b2)
, f j =

2 + 17b + 4b2
− 2
(
2 + 11b + 4b2

)
τ− 2

(
2 + 11b + 4b2

)
ti

2(14 + 23b + 4b2)
. (13)
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Port usage fees are independent of the emission tax in country i, while they depend on the
emission tax in country j in the PN case. In particular, the emission tax in country i affects the domestic
port usage fee positively, but the foreign port usage fee negatively.

The resulting social welfare is:

Wi =
A8+2(1+b)(20+48b+31b2+8b3

−12τ−56bτ−76b2τ−32b3τ)ti−4(1+b)2(17+34b+12b2)t2
i

2(14+24b+3b2)2 ,

W j =
A9+2(1+b)(8+17b+4b2)(−2−b+4τ+4bτ)ti+4(1+b)2(8+17b+4b2)t2

i

2(14+24b+3b2)2 .
(14)

In the second stage, the government in country i sets its emission tax to maximize its domestic
welfare. The differentiation of Wi in Equation (14) with respect to ti yields the following optimal
emission tax:

tPN
i =

20 + 48b + 31b2 + 8b3
− 4(1 + b)2(3 + 8b)τ

4(1 + b)(17 + 34b + 12b2)
. (15)

The government with a private port in the larger country imposes a positive emission tax on the
port strategically when the other government has a public port.

Substituting Equation (15) into (13), we obtain the equilibrium port usage fees. The equilibrium
results in the PN case are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Equilibrium results in the privatized (PN) case.

Country i Country j

f PN 26+60b+37b2+8b3
−4(1+b)2(9+8b)τ

4(1+b)(17+34b+12b2)

2+30b+49b2+16b3
−4(1+b)(2+11b+4b2)τ

4(1+b)(17+34b+12b2)

qPN
h

4(4+τ)+b(33+12b+4τ)
2(17+34b+12b2)

b(4(4+τ)+b(33+12b+4τ))
2(17+34b+12b2)

qPN
e

b(1+b)(1−4τ)
17+34b+12b2

(1+b)(1−4τ)
17+34b+12b2

pPN 4(4+τ)+b(33+12b+4τ)
2(17+34b+12b2)

4(4+τ)+b(33+12b+4τ)
2(17+34b+12b2)

QPN 18+35b+12b2
−4(1+b)τ

2(17+34b+12b2)
b(18+35b+12b2

−4(1+b)τ)
2(17+34b+12b2)

πPN A10+16(1+b)2(1+4b)τ2+128(2+τ)
4(17+34b+12b2)2

A11−32τ+8b(8+45b+45b2+12b3)τ+16(1+b)2(4+b)τ2

4(17+34b+12b2)2

EDPN (1+b)4(1−4τ)2

2(17+34b+12b2)2
(1+b)4(1−4τ)2

2(17+34b+12b2)2

WPN 52+104b+37b2
−8(1+b)2τ+16(1+b)2τ2

8(17+34b+12b2)

A12−8(1+b)2(8+17b+4b2)τ+16(1+b)2(8+17b+4b2)τ2

8(17+34b+12b2)2

Note that f PN
i > f PN

j . Thus, the private port in the larger country sets a higher port usage fee than
that in the smaller country. Comparing the equilibrium results in the two countries, we have that:
(i) qPN

hi ≥ qPN
hj , qPN

ej ≥ qPN
ei and QPN

i ≥ QPN
j , where the equality holds when b = 1; (ii) πPN

i > πPN
j and

WPN
i > WPN

j ; (iii) MEDPN
i = MEDPN

j =
(1+b)2(1−4τ)
17+34b+12b2 .

3.4. PP Case

Suppose that both governments choose to privatize their ports in the first stage. That is, there are
two private ports in each country. In the third stage, each private port simultaneously sets its usage
fees to maximize its profits. The reaction functions in countries i and j are shown in Equations (8) and
(12). The resulting equilibrium port usage fees are:

fi =
1− 2τ+ 4ti − 2t j

6
, f j =

1− 2τ− 2ti + 4t j

6
. (16)
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Port usage fees depend on the emission tax levels in both countries and these are positively
(negatively) affected by its (the other country’s) emission tax level.

Social welfare is:

Wi =

A13 + t j
(
−2 + 22τ+ 4b(−3 + b + 6τ− 2bτ) +

(
11 + 12b− 4b2

)
t j
)

−2ti
(
−8 + 7τ+ b(3 + 2b)(2τ− 1) +

(
7 + 6b + 4b2

)
t j
)

162 ,

W j =

A14 + 2ti
(
−8 + b + 2b2 +

(
16 + 7b− 4b2

)
τ−
(
2 + 11b + 4b2

)
t j
)

+t j
(
2
(
1 + 10b + 2b2

)
− 2
(
2 + 11b + 4b2

)
τ−
(
20 + 29b + 4b2

)
t j
)

162 .

(17)

In the second stage, each government sets its emission tax to maximize domestic welfare.
The differentiation of Wi and W j in Equation (17) with respect to ti and t j, respectively yield the
following optimal emission taxes:

tPP
i =

17 + 7b + 2b2
−

(
14 + 12b + 8b2

)
τ

2(1 + b)(27 + 8b)
, tPP

j =
1 + 19b + 6b2

− 2
(
2 + 11b + 4b2

)
τ

2(1 + b)(27 + 8b)
. (18)

Note that tPP
i ≥ tPP

j > 0, where the equality holds when b = 1. When both governments impose a
positive emission tax on the two private ports, the larger country imposes a higher emission tax than
that in the smaller country.

Substituting Equation (18) into (16), we obtain the equilibrium port usage fees. The equilibrium
results in the PP case are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Equilibrium results in the privatized (PP) case.

Country i Country j

f PP 10+5b+b2
−(13+12b+4b2)τ

(1+b)(27+8b)
2+11b+3b2

−(8+17b+4b2)τ
(1+b)(27+8b)

qPP
h

13+4b+2τ
27+8b

b(13+4b+2τ)
27+8b

qPP
e

b(1−4τ)
27+8b

1−4τ
27+8b

pPP 13+4b+2τ
27+8b

13+4b+2τ
27+8b

QPP 2(7+2b−τ)
27+8b

2b(7+2b−τ)
27+8b

πPP 169+105b+16b2+4(13+2b)τ+16bτ2

(27+8b)2
1+169b+104b2+16b3

−4(2−13b−4b2)τ+4(4+b)τ2

(27+8b)2

EDPP (1+b)2(1−4τ)2

2(27+8b)2
(1+b)2(1−4τ)2

2(27+8b)2

WPP 553+330b+49b2
−50τ−48bτ−8b2τ+100τ2+96bτ2+16b2τ2

2(27+8b)2
5+554b+325b2+48b3

−40τ−58bτ−8b2τ+80τ2+116bτ2+16b2τ2

2(27+8b)2

Note that f PP
i ≥ f PP

j , where the equality holds when b = 1. When both the privatized ports
choose their usage fees, the larger country sets a higher port usage fee than that in the smaller country.
Comparing the equilibrium results in the two countries, we have that: (i) qPP

hi ≥ qPP
hj , qPP

ej ≥ qPP
ei , QPP

i ≥ QPP
j ,

πPP
i ≥ π

PP
j and WPP

i ≥WPP
j , where the equality holds when b = 1; (ii) MEDPP

i = MEDPP
j =

(1+b)(1−4τ)
27+8b .

4. Comparison and Extension

4.1. Comparison

We first provide the following lemmas from the analysis in the four scenarios. The proofs of
lemmas and propositions can be found in Appendix B.
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Lemma 1. Irrespective of port privatization policy, a larger country obtains higher product consumption, higher
firm profits and greater social welfare at equilibrium than a smaller country.

Lemma 1 states that the equilibrium profits of the firm and social welfare in each country are
directly affected by the relative market size, but not by the privatization policy. The market price is the
same in both countries under the different privatization policies, whereas the market consumption in
the larger country is always higher than that in the smaller one, which leads to a higher firm profit,
a higher consumer surplus and greater social welfare in the larger country.

Lemma 2. The optimal emission tax level is always higher than marginal environmental damage in a larger
country, while it is lower (higher) than marginal environmental damage when b and τ are low (high) in a smaller
country.

Lemma 2 states that the relationship between the optimal emission tax and marginal (total)
environmental damage depends on both the relative market size and the shipping fee under international
bilateral competition. The government in the larger country could impose an emission tax that
is higher than marginal environmental damage because of the higher trade volume and market
consumption. This result is sharply opposite to the previous literature in environmental economics,
in which the optimal emission tax can be usually lower than marginal environmental damage to fix
underproduction in an imperfect competition [32,38,40]. Moreover, it is also in contract to the finding
in Cui and Notteboom who examined the unilateral market with port privatization and showed that
the optimal emission tax can be always higher than the marginal environmental damage [39]. In our
model, only when its market size of a smaller country is small enough, the optimal emission tax can
be lower than marginal environmental damage in a smaller country. Hence, each country will use
emission taxes to improve its domestic welfare when it strategically substitutes privatization policy.
However, a smaller country will take less aggressive choices with a lower emission tax level when it
fulfills the privatization policy.

We now compare equilibrium prices, emission taxes, environmental damage and social welfare
under the different privatization policies in each country and provide the following propositions.

Proposition 1. Comparing the equilibrium market prices and port usage fees of the four models provide the
following relationships:

(i) pPP
k > pNP

k > pPN
k > pNN

k , where k = i, j;

(ii) f PN
i > f PP

i > f NN
i > f NP

i and f NP
j > f PP

j > f NN
j > f PN

j .

Proposition 1 states that bilateral privatization leads to both higher port usage fees and market
prices than those under no privatization, that is, pPP

i > pNN
i , pPP

j > pNN
j , f PP

i > f NN
i and f PP

j > f NN
j .

This result is consistent with those of Czerny and Zhang and Zhang [8,44]. However, the unilateral
privatization leads to the highest port usage fees, that is, f PN

i is the highest in country i and f NP
j is the

highest in country j. This finding implies that the unilaterally privatized port strategically sets the
highest port usage fees when the other country has a public port.

For the comparison of the equilibrium emission taxes under the different policy regimes, we can
show an example of the optimal emission taxes in four cases when τ = 0 in Figure 1. In Figure 1, tNP

j

and tPN
i denotes the optimal emission tax in the NP and PN cases, respectively and tPP

i and tPP
j denotes

the optimal emission tax in the PP case.
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Proposition 2. Comparing the optimal emission taxes of the four models provides the following relationships:

(i) In Region I, tPP
i ≥ tPN

i > tNP
j > tPP

j when 0 < b ≤ 0.26;

(ii) In Region II, tPN
i > tPP

i ≥ tNP
j > tPP

j when 0.26 < b ≤ 0.84 and τ5 < τ <
1
4 ;

(iii) In Region III, tPN
i > tNP

j > tPP
i > tPP

j when 0.84 < b ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ τ ≤ τ5.

Proposition 2 states that the optimal emission tax in each country depends on both the privatization
policy and relative market size. The government in the larger country sets the highest emission tax
under bilateral privatization or unilateral privatization, while the government in the smaller country
always sets the lowest emission tax under bilateral privatization. In particular, tPP

i is the highest when
0 < b ≤ 0.26 and tPN

i is the highest when 0.26 < b ≤ 1 in the larger country and tPP
j is always lowest

when 0 < b ≤ 1. This is because the consumption of the product is always higher in the larger country
than in the smaller country, and thus the government in the larger country chooses to impose a higher
emission tax to decrease environmental damage. Further, when both governments privatize their
ports, the larger country i sets a higher emission tax than that in the smaller country j, that is, tPP

i > tPP
j .

On the contrary, the effect of the privatization policy of the rival country on the emission tax in a
larger (smaller) country is dependent (independent) of the relative market size. In particular, port
privatization in the smaller country raises the optimal emission tax in the larger country when b is
low, that is, tPP

i > tPN
i when 0 < b < 0.26; however, it always decreases the optimal emission tax in the

smaller country, that is, tNP
j > tPP

j .

Proposition 3. Comparing the equilibrium environmental damage and social welfare of the four models provides
the following relationships:

(i) EDNN
k > EDPN

k > EDNP
k > EDPP

k where k = i, j;

(ii) WPN
i > WNN

i > WPP
i > WNP

i and WNP
j > WNN

j > WPN
j

>
<WPP

j when b<>0.01.

Proposition 3 states that the equilibrium environmental damage depends only on the privatization
policy. In particular, no privatization yields the highest traffic volume in each country, thus leading to
the highest environmental damage. However, bilateral privatization yields the lowest traffic volume
in each country, thus leading to the lowest environmental damage. Proposition 3 also states that
domestic welfare depends on both the privatization policy and relative market size. First, unilateral
privatization leads to the greatest domestic social welfare, that is, WPN

i is the highest in country i and
WNP

j is the highest in country j. Thus, the government has a first-mover advantage to privatize its
port to obtain the greatest domestic welfare, which is independent of the relative market size. Second,
the two countries prefer no privatization to bilateral privatization regimes, that is, WNN

i > WPP
i and

WNN
j > WPP

j . Finally, the effect of the port privatization in the larger country on domestic welfare in
the smaller country depends on the relative market size. In particular, when the larger country has
already privatized its port, the smaller country has an incentive to privatize its port when b is relatively
high, that is, WPN

j < WPP
j when 0.01 < b ≤ 1.
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4.2. Privatization Choice Game under Emission Tax

We next consider a privatization choice game between two countries in the first stage, where each
country chooses its policy on port ownership simultaneously. Table 6 shows the payoff matrix of this
port privatization choice game. Then, we can obtain the following propositions.

Table 6. Port privatization choice game under emission tax.

Country i/Country j Nationalization Privatization

Nationalization
(
WNN

i , WNN
j

) (
WNP

i , WNP
j

)
Privatization

(
WPN

i , WPN
j

) (
WPP

i , WPP
j

)

Proposition 4. In the port privatization choice game under emission tax, we have the following relationships:

(i) PN is the unique Nash equilibrium when 0 < b < 0.01;
(ii) PN and PP are the Nash equilibria when b = 0.01;
(iii) PP is the unique Nash equilibrium when 0.01 < b ≤ 1.

Proposition 4 states that the Nash equilibrium of this privatization choice game between the
two governments depends on the relative market size, while it is independent of the shipping fee.
First, the government in the larger country always chooses to privatize its port, while the government
in the smaller country chooses to keep its port public if its market size is small enough, that is,
0 < b < 0.01. Thus, the equilibrium of the port privatization game is a strategic substitute if the b is
extremely low. Second, both governments choose to privatize their ports at the equilibrium if the
relative market size is large, that is, 0.01 < b ≤ 1. Thus, port privatization policy is a dominant strategy
for the government in the larger country, while the smaller country chooses to nationalize (privatize) its
port when b is relatively low (high). In particular, the smaller country is more likely to choose to keep
its port public when the market size of the rival market is relatively large, and it has a larger incentive
to adopt the port privatization policy Thus, the equilibrium of the port privatization game is a strategic
complement when the b is relatively high. Finally, the Nash equilibrium is independent of the shipping
fee, which sharply contrasts with the finding in Matsushima and Takauchi who did not address
environmental concerns under the assumption of exogenous transport cost [26]. However, in our
analysis, both countries can utilize the emission tax, which can internalize the transport cost.

To assess the equilibrium outcomes in the privatization choice game, we compare global welfare,
which is the sum of the domestic welfare levels, under different policy regimes.

Proposition 5. The Nash equilibrium in a privatization choice game yields the smallest global welfare unless
the smaller country has a sufficiently small market size.

From the viewpoint of global welfare, no privatization policy is the best, while bilateral

privatization policy is the worst, i.e., W
NN

> W
PN

> W
NP

> W
PP

. Thus, the Nash equilibrium may
not be superior from the viewpoint of global welfare. Proposition 5 states that bilateral privatization
appears at the equilibrium in a large range of b, that is, 0.01 < b ≤ 1, although no privatization is the best
in terms of global welfare. Even though each government could benefit from keeping its port public by
expanding the total trade volume, it chooses to privatize its port at the equilibrium because of the rent
shift from the foreign country to the domestic country. This result of a competitive privatization policy
can be seen as a prisoner’s dilemma under international competition when choosing port privatization
policies, which is consistent with the previous result in an international mixed market [38,41].
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5. Discussion on Global Emission Taxes

We now consider global concern on the global environment and examine the effects of possible
coordination of green policies. Due to climate change in the international economy, there is an
imperative global policy discussion on the coordination of environmental policy such as cap-and-trade
policy or carbon tax policy in the EU [45,46]. In particular, we examine the coordinated global emission
taxes between the two countries and provide policy implications when each government maximizes
global welfare instead of its domestic welfare. In the context of the coordinated emission taxes,
which are set at the same level t by two governments cooperatively, we can consider two different
cases regarding the timing between the global emission taxes and port privatization choices. The first
case is that the two governments choose the coordinated emission taxes after the decision of port
privatization, while the other is a reversed case that they choose the coordinated emission taxes before
the decision of port privatization. Note that the Nash equilibrium is independent of the shipping fee, τ,
which is shown in Proposition 4. Thus, we assume that τ = 0 for the convenience of comparisons in
the below analysis.

5.1. Global Emission Taxes after Privatization Choices

We first consider the case that two governments choose the coordinated emission taxes after the
decision of port privatization. This assumption is supported by the fact that some developing counties
have already privatized their ports since the 1970s while the global emission tax is a challenging issue
worldwide. Then, we can reexamine the above four cases in Section 3 and obtain the following results,
where the superscript * denotes the optimal emission tax after privatization choices under coordination.

Lemma 3. Comparing the equilibrium global welfare of the four models under coordinated emission taxes after
privatization choices provide the following relationships:

(i) W
NN∗

= W
NN

, W
NP∗

> W
NP

, W
PN∗

> W
PN

, W
PP∗

> W
PP

;

(ii) W
NN∗

< W
NP∗

= W
PN∗

= W
PP∗

.

Lemma 3 states that (i) the coordinated emission taxes after privatization choices do not reduce
the global welfare and (ii) privatization policy is better than no privatization policy from the view of
global welfare. This is because the coordinated emission taxes can eliminate the strategic effects of
emission tax from the port privatization policy and thus it can reduce the strategic levels of emission
taxes of both countries. Then, the following proposition shows the globally desirable equilibrium
under coordinated emission taxes after port privatization choices.

Proposition 6. Even though bilateral privatization is globally optimal under the coordinated emission taxes
after privatization choices, no privatization is the unique Nash equilibrium in the port privatization choice game.

Proposition 6 states that the coordinated emission taxes can induce no privatization policy for
both countries, but the equilibrium global welfare is inferior, compared to the bilateral privatization
policy. Further, comparing the welfare effect of each country under the coordination of emission
taxes in the proof of Lemma 3, we have that WNN∗

i = WNN
i , WNN∗

j = WNN
j , WPP∗

i
<
>WPP

i when

b<>0.78 and WPP∗
j > WPP

j . Thus, the coordination of emission taxes can reduce (improve) domestic
welfare in the larger (smaller) country in the bilateral privatization policy. This implies that both
governments should negotiate the welfare distribution under the coordinated emission taxes after port
privatization choices.

5.2. Global Emission Taxes before Privatization Choices

We next consider the other case that two governments choose the coordinated emission taxes
before the decision of port privatization. This assumption is also supported by the fact that some other
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developing counties plan to privatize their ports in the current policy debates of global emission taxes
worldwide. We first examine the equilibrium outcomes of the privatization choices game given the
specific level of emission taxes, where the superscript “**” denotes the optimal emission tax before
privatization choices under coordination.

Lemma 4. Depending on the emission tax level, all cases among NN, NP, PN and PP could be the Nash
equilibrium in the port privatization choice game under the coordinated emission taxes before privatization choices.

Lemma 4 states that two governments can choose any possible equilibrium of the port privatization
choice game under the coordinated emission taxes before privatization choices. This is because the
coordination before port privatization can fix the privatization race in Proposition 4 where either
PP or PN is a unique Nash equilibrium without coordination. When both governments pursue the
global welfare-maximization, we will compare the welfare ranks among four cases and find the
appropriate level of emission taxes in which Nash equilibrium of the port privatization choice game
can be globally desirable.

Proposition 7. Under the coordinated emission taxes before port privatization choices, no privatization is
attainable and globally desirable when the emission tax is high enough.

Proposition 7 implies that if two government agrees on the appropriate emission taxes before port
privatization choices, it can induce the greatest global welfare in the equilibrium of the privatization
game. In particular, if both countries agree on a higher rate of the coordinated emission tax, the
equilibrium of the port privatization game is no privatization, which is globally optimal. Note that the
coordination of emission taxes before privatization choices does not affect the global welfare in NN
case, while could reduce (improve) the global welfare when the emission tax is relatively low (high) in

NP, PN and PP cases, i.e., (i) W
NN∗∗

= W
NN

; (ii) W
NP∗∗ >

<W
NP

when t<> t15, (iii) W
PN∗∗ >

<W
PN

when t<> t16,

(vi) when 0 < b ≤ 0.63, W
PP∗∗ >

<W
PP

when t<> t17; when 0.63 < b ≤ 1, W
PP∗∗

> W
PP

when t18 < t < t17,

otherwise, W
PP∗∗

< W
PP

. It also states that the globally desirable equilibrium of the privatization choice
game depends on the emission tax level, while it is independent of the relative market size. This finding
provides an important global policy implication in the coordination of emission taxes before port
privatization choices game. In particular, if both countries agree on the coordinated emission taxes, it
will be helpful not only to reduce global welfare loss from the privatization race, but to include global
concern on climate change before industrial policies and emission strategies among the countries
are determined. Therefore, environmental policy coordination between the governments for global
welfare is imperatively required in the port privatization policies.

6. Conclusions

This study considered strategic port privatization and emission tax policies under international
competition and found that the equilibrium outcomes depend critically on the relative market size
between the two countries. We showed that as a substitute for port privatization policy, the emission
tax can be higher than marginal environmental damage in the larger country, while it may be lower
(higher) than marginal environmental damage when the relative market size is (not so) small in the
smaller country. We also showed that there may be excessive initiatives in the competitive race of
privatization policy choices where port privatization policy is a dominant strategy for the larger country
while the smaller country chooses to nationalize (privatize) its port when its market size is relatively
(not so) small. Thus, the equilibrium in a privatization policy game may yield the smallest global
welfare. Finally, we investigated the coordinated global emission taxes and compared the effects on
the port privatization choices game. We showed that the global emission taxes before privatization
choices can induce the equilibrium of the game to be globally optimal when the global emission tax is
relatively high. This finding provides an important global policy implication on the climate change
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that coordinated environmental policy between the countries is imperatively required in the port
privatization policies.

There remain the limitations of the study. First, we could not incorporate the effects of practical
market factors such as product differentiation, the number of firms in different market structures,
competition within the ports, between terminals or with other port terminals. We also used linear
demand and quadratic cost functions for tractability, but the generalization of the model specifications
is imperative for further policy implications. For instance, a situation in which multiple ports compete
in an area under multiple regime scenarios is more common and quite interesting. Finally, but not
least, some important policy instruments such as partial privatization or/and tariff policies should be
further examined for a better understanding of the results. These extensions remain as future research.
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Appendix A

The Value of Ai, τi, and ti
A1 = (5− τ)(1 + τ) − (1− 2τ)2b2,
A2 = (1− 2τ)2 + b(2− τ)(2 + 5τ) − b2(1− 2τ)2,
A3 = 274 + 529b + 383b2 + 124b3 + 16b4

− 2(1 + b)(1 + 2b)
(
13 + 12b + 4b2

)
τ+ 4(1 + b)2(13+

12b + 4b2)τ2,
A4 = 4 + 279b + 507b2 + 340b3 + 100b4 + 12b5

− 32τ− 72bτ− 24b2τ+ 40b3τ+ 24b4τ+ 64τ2 + 156bτ2+

104b2τ2
− 4b3τ2

− 16b4τ2,
A5 = 441 + 1180b + 1296b2 + 676b3 + 144b4,
A6 = 4 + 449b + 1180b2 + 1288b3 + 672b4 + 144b5,
A7 = 1465 + 3866b + 4148b2 + 2108b3 + 436b4,
A8 = 144+ 476b+ 476b2 + 135b3 + 11b4

− 16τ− 40bτ− 24b2τ+ 8b3τ+ 8b4τ+ 44τ2 + 136bτ2 + 124b2τ2+

16b3τ2
− 16b4τ2,

A9 = 8 + 172b + 506b2 + 489b3 + 139b4 + 12b5
− 32τ− 116bτ− 134b2τ− 58b3τ− 8b4τ+ 32τ2 + 132bτ2+

184b2τ2 + 100b3τ2 + 16b4τ2,
A10 = b

(
1060 + 1481b + 796b2 + 144b3

)
+ 8b
(
45 + 37b + 8b2

)
τ,

A11 = 4 + b
(
264 + 1060b + 1473b2 + 792b3 + 144b4

)
,

A12 = 8 + 900b + 3514b2 + 4717b3 + 2452b4 + 432b5,
A13 = 59 + 3b(1− 2τ)2

− b2(1− 2τ)2
− (2− 11τ)τ−

(
25 + 24b + 4b2

)
t2
i ,

A14 = 4(1− 2τ)2
(
4− b2

)
+ b
(
58 + 2τ+ 7τ2

)
+
(
16 + 7b− 4b2

)
t2
i ,

A15 = 87 + 91b + 24b2
− 21τ− 8bτ+ 42τ2 + 16bτ2,

A16 = 1487 + 5391b + 8068b2 + 6268b3 + 2536b4 + 432b5
− 280τ− 888bτ− 1064b2τ− 584b3τ− 128b4τ+

560τ2 + 1776bτ2 + 2128b2τ2 + 1168b3τ2 + 256b4τ2,
A17 = 892 + 4436b + 8303b2 + 7223b3 + 2896b4 + 432b5

− 200τ− 808bτ− 1144b2τ− 664b3τ− 128b4τ+
400τ2 + 1616bτ2 + 2288b2τ2 + 1328b3τ2 + 256b4τ2,
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τ1 = −10+3b+16b2+8b3

2(1+b)(2+11b+4b2)
, τ2 = 1

4 −

√
3(1−b)(22+29b+12b2)

4(1+b)
√
(1−b)(1+b)(9+8b)

,

τ3 = 1−24b−36b2
−16b3

4(1+b)2(1−4b)
, τ4 = 1−15b−4b2

2(2−3b) ,

τ5 = 667+298b−682b2
−640b3

−112b4

4(73−67b−279b2−180b3−16b4)
,

t1 = 4+2b+b2

(1+b)(15+8b) , t2 = 164+540b+583b2+252b3+40b4

2(1+b)(15+8b)(17+34b+12b2)
,

t3 = 5+2b2

2(10+9b+4b2)
, t4 = 179+282b+178b2+48b3+8b4

2(358+681b+464b2+132b3+16b4)
,

t5 = −1+5b+3b2

(1+b)(15+8b) , t6 = 89+402b+610b2+390b3+88b4

2(1+b)(15+8b)(22+29b+12b2)
.

t7 = −2+7b+2b2

2(5+14b+4b2)
, t8 = 68+244b+289b2+86b3+8b4

2(208+641b+614b2+172b3+16b4)
,

t9 = 3+4b
2(15+8b) , t10 = −27+60b+32b2

2(135+192b+64b2)
,

t11 = −16−2b+110b2+97b3+16b4

(1+b)2(297+336b+64b2)
, t12 = 5+2b2

2(10+9b+4b2)
,

t13 = −45+112b+126b2+16b3

2(252+467b+252b2+32b3)
, t14 = 18+65b+110b2+16b3

414+944b+584b2+64b3 ,

t15 = 3+36b+48b2+20b3

88+204b+164b2+48b3 , t16 = 20+48b+31b2+8b3

68+204b+184b2+48b3 ,

t17 = 9+4b
2(27+8b) , t18 = −81+108b+32b2

2(243+288b+64b2)
.

Appendix B

The Proof of Propositions and Lemmas

Proof of Proposition 1.

(i) pPP
i − pNP

i =
(5+6b−4b2)(1−4τ)

2(27+8b)(22+29b+12b2)
> 0,

pNP
i − pPN

i =
5(1−b2)(1−4τ)

2(22+29b+12b2)(17+34b+12b2)
> 0,

pPN
i − pNN

i =
(2+11b+4b2)(1−4τ)

2(15+8b)(17+34b+12b2)
> 0,

(ii) f PN
i − f PP

i =
(22+128b+251b2+136b3+16b4)(1−4τ)

4(1+b)(27+8b)(17+34b+12b2)
> 0,

f PP
i − f NN

i =
3(1+11b)(1−4τ)

2(1+b)(15+8b)(27+8b) > 0,

f NN
i − f NP

i =
(7+6b+4b2)

2
(1−4τ)

4(1+b)(15+8b)(22+29b+12b2)
> 0,

f NP
j − f PP

j =
(67+168b+206b2+96b3+16b4)(1−4τ)

4(1+b)(27+8b)(22+29b+12b2)
> 0,

f PP
j − f NN

j =
3(11+b)(1−4τ)

2(1+b)(15+8b)(27+8b) > 0,

f NN
j − f PN

j =
(2+11b+4b2)

2
(1−4τ)

4(1+b)(15+8b)(17+34b+12b2)
> 0. �

Proof of Proposition 2.

(i) tPP
i − tPN

i =
(38−62b−269b2

−160b3
−16b4)(1−4τ)

4(1+b)(27+8b)(17+34b+12b2)
>
<0 when b<>0.26,

(ii) tPN
i − tNP

j = 389+922b+238b2
−753b3

−652b4
−144b5

−60τ−220bτ−100b2τ+220b3τ+160b4τ
4(1+b)(22+29b+12b2)(17+34b+12b2)

> 0,

(iii) tPP
i − tNP

j = 667+298b−682b2
−640b3

−112b4
−292τ+268bτ+1116b2τ+720b3τ+64b4τ

4(1+b)(27+8b)(22+29b+12b2)
≤ 0 if 0.84 < b ≤ 1 and

0 ≤ τ ≤ τ5. Otherwise, tPP
i > tNP

j ,

(iv) tNP
j − tPP

j =
(37+102b+194b2+120b3+16b4)(1−4τ)

4(1+b)(27+8b)(22+29b+12b2)
> 0,
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(v) tPP
i − tPP

j =
(1−b)(8+2b−5τ)
(1+b)(27+8b) > 0. �

Proof of Proposition 3.

(i) EDNN
i − EDPN

i =
(1+b)2(2+11b+4b2)(32+57b+20b2)(1−4τ)2

2(15+8b)2(17+34b+12b2)2 > 0,

EDPN
i − EDNP

i =
15(1−b)(1+b)5(13+8b)(1−4τ)2

2(22+29b+12b2)2(17+34b+12b2)2 > 0,

EDNP
i − EDPP

i =
(1+b)2(5+6b−4b2)(49+64b+20b2)(1−4τ)2

2(27+8b)2(22+29b+12b2)2 > 0,

(ii) WPN
i −WNN

i =
(2+11b+4b2)

2
(1−4τ)2

8(15+8b)2(17+34b+12b2)
> 0,

WNN
i −WPP

i =
3(321+247b+56b2)(1−4τ)2

2(15+8b)2(27+8b)2 > 0,

WPP
i −WNP

i =
(2623+10198b+19648b2+20636b3+11600b4+3232b5+320b6)(1−4τ)2

8(27+8b)2(22+29b+12b2)2 > 0,

(iii) WNP
j −WNN

j =
(7+6b+4b2)

2
(1−4τ)2

8(15+8b)2(22+29b+12b2)
> 0,

WNN
j −WPN

j =
(2+11b+4b2)(8+17b+4b2)(32+57b+20b2)(1−4τ)2

8(15+8b)2(17+34b+12b2)2 > 0,

WNN
j −WPP

j =
3(111+377b+136b2)(1−4τ)2

2(15+8b)2(27+8b)2 > 0,

WPN
j −WPP

j =
(52−3988b−17658b2

−26091b3
−16140b4

−4112b5
−320b6)(1−4τ)2

8(27+8b)2(17+34b+12b2)2
>
<0 if b<>0.01. �

Proof of Proposition 4. When 0 ≤ τ < 1
4 , we have WNN

i < WPN
i , WNP

i < WPP
i , WNN

j < WNP
j ,

and WPN
j

>
<WPP

j if b<>0.01. �

Proof of Proposition 5. The global welfares in the four cases are: W
NN

=
(1+b)A15

(15+8b)2 , W
PN

=

A16

8(22+29b+12b2)2 , W
NP

= A17

8(17+34b+12b2)2 , and W
PP

=
(1+b)(279+163b+24b2

−45τ−8bτ+90τ2+16bτ2)
(27+8b)2 , respectively.

Comparing these results, we have the following relationships:

(i) W
NN
−W

PN
=

(1+b)(2+11b+4b2)(222+523b+268b2+32b3)(1−4τ)2

8(15+8b)2(17+34b+12b2)2 > 0,

(ii) W
PN
−W

NP
=

5(1−b)(1+b)2(397+1252b+1309b2+600b3+96b4)(1−4τ)2

8(22+29b+12b2)2(17+34b+12b2)2 > 0,

(iii) W
NP
−W

PP
=

(1+b)(5+6b−4b2)(747+950b+420b2+32b3)(1−4τ)2

8(27+8b)2(22+29b+12b2)2 > 0. �

Proof of Proposition 6.

(i) W
NP∗
−W

NN∗
=

9(1+b)(1−4τ)2

2(9+8b)(15+8b)2 > 0,

(ii) W
NP∗

= W
PN∗

= W
PP∗

=
(1+b)(7+6b−2τ+4τ2)

2(9+8b) ,

(iii) WNP∗
i −WNN∗

i = WNN∗
j −WNP∗

j =
6(3+2b)(13+4b(3+b))(1−4τ)2

(9+8b)2(15+8b)2 > 0,

(iv) WNN∗
i −WPN∗

i = WPN∗
j −WNN∗

j =
(1−4τ)(657+456b−562b2

−576b3
−128b4

−603τ+111bτ+784b2τ+320b3τ)
2(9+8b)2(15+8b)2 > 0,

(v) WPN∗
i −WPP∗

i = WPP∗
j −WPN∗

j =
(1−4τ)(2−3b−2b2+τ+11bτ)

2(9+8b)2
>
<0 if b<>

−3+11τ+
√

25−58τ+121τ2

4 . �
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Proof of Proposition 7. First, we compare the global welfare ranks among the four cases.

(i) W
NN∗∗

− W
NP∗∗

=
2(1+b)(1−5b−3b2+(1+b)(15+8b)t)(66+135t+b(17+327t+b(−55−24b+64(4+b)t)))

(15+8b)2(19+2b(9+2b))2 . Thus,

we have: (i-1) if 0 < b ≤ 0.180, W
NN∗∗

> W
NP∗∗

; (i-2) if 0.180 < b ≤ 1, W
NN∗∗

< W
NP∗∗

when 0 < t < t5, and W
NN∗∗

≥W
NP∗∗

when t5 < t ≤ 1.

(ii) W
NN∗∗

−W
PN∗∗

=
2(1+b)(−4−2b−b2+(1+b)(15+8b)t)(6+135t+b(19+327t+b(−13−8b+64(4+b)t)))

(15+8b)2(14+b(23+4b))2 . Thus, we

have that W
NN∗∗

< W
PN∗∗

when 0 < t < t6, and W
NN∗∗

≥W
PN∗∗

when t6 ≤ t ≤ 1.

(iii) W
NN∗∗

−W
PP∗∗

=
(1+b)(−3+30t+4b(−1+4t))(27+270t+4b(−15−8b+32(3+b)t))

162(15+8b)2 . Thus, we have:

(iii-1) if 0 < b ≤ 0.375, W
NN∗∗

< W
PP∗∗

when 0 < t < t9 and W
NN∗∗

≥W
PP∗∗

when t9 ≤ t ≤ 1;
(iii-2) if 0.375 < b ≤ 1, W

NN∗∗
< W

PP∗∗
when 0 < t10 < t < t9; otherwise, W

NN∗∗
≥W

PP∗∗
.

(iv) W
NP∗∗
−W

PN∗∗
=

2(−1+b)(1+b)2(6+b−5t)(16+2b−110b2
−97b3

−16b4+(1+b)2(9+8b)(33+8b)t)
(19+2b(9+2b))2(14+b(23+4b))2 . Thus, we have:

(iv-1) if 0 < b ≤ 0.339, W
NP∗∗

< W
PN∗∗

;
(iv-2) if 0.339 < b ≤ 1, W

NP∗∗
> W

PN∗∗
when 0 < t < t11; W

NP∗∗
≤W

PN∗∗
when t11 ≤ t ≤ 1.

(v) W
NP∗∗
−W

PP∗∗
=

(1+b)(−5+20t+18bt+b2(−2+8t))(9(5+56t)+2b(−56+467t+b(63+8b)(−1+4t)))

162(19+2b(9+2b))2 . Thus, we have:

(v-1) if 0 < b ≤ 0.298, W
NP∗∗

< W
PP∗∗

when 0 < t < t12, and W
NP∗∗
≥W

PP∗∗
when t12 ≤ t ≤ 1;

(v-2) if 0.298 < b ≤ 1, W
NP∗∗

< W
PP∗∗

when 0 < t13 < t < t12; otherwise, W
NP∗∗
≥W

PP∗∗
.

(vi) W
PN∗∗
−W

PP∗∗
=

(1+b)(2+10t+b(7+2b)(−1+4t))(−18+414t+b(−65+944t+2b(−55−8b+4(73+8b)t)))
162(14+b(23+4b))2 . Thus, we have:

(vi-1) if 0 < b ≤ 0.266, W
PN∗∗

< W
PP∗∗

when 0 < t < t14, and W
PN∗∗
≥W

PP∗∗
when t14 ≤ t ≤ 1;

(vi-2) if 0.266 < b < 0.5, W
PN∗∗

< W
PP∗∗

when 0 < t7 < t < t14; otherwise, W
PN∗∗
≥W

PP∗∗
;

(iv-3) if b = 0.5, W
PN∗∗
≥W

PP∗∗
;

(iv-4) if 0.5 < b ≤ 1, W
PN∗∗

< W
PP∗∗

when t14 < t < t7; otherwise, W
PN∗∗
≥W

PP∗∗
.

The following Figure A1 shows the maximized global welfare under coordinated emission taxes
before privatization choices.
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Then, from Figure A1, we obtain the following conditions:

(i) In Regain I, W
NN∗∗

is highest when t1 ≤ t ≤ 1;

(ii) In Regain II, W
PN∗∗

is highest when max{t14, t7} ≤ t ≤ t6; and max{0, t11} ≤ t ≤ min{t14, t7} if
0.266 < b ≤ 1;

(iii) In Regain III, W
NP∗∗

is highest when 0 ≤ t ≤ t11;

(iv) In Regain V, W
PP∗∗

is highest when 0 ≤ t ≤ t14 and t7 < 0; min{t14, t7} ≤ t ≤ max{t14, t7} if t7 > 0. �
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Proof of Lemma 1.

(i) QNN
i > QNN

j , QNP
i > QNP

j , QPN
i > QPN

j , QPP
i > QPP

j ,

(ii) πNN
i > πNN

j , πNP
i > πNP

j , πPN
i > πPN

j , πPP
i > πPP

j ,

(iii) WNN
i > WNN

j , WNP
i > WNP

j , WPN
i > WPN

j , WPP
i > WPP

j . �

Proof of Lemma 2.

(i) tPN
i −MEDPN

i = 16+36b+19b2+4b3+4τ−8bτ−28b2τ−16b3τ
4(1+b)(17+34b+12b2)

> 0,

(ii) tPP
i −MEDPP

i = 15+3b−6τ+4bτ
54+70b+16b2 > 0,

(iii) tNP
j −MEDNP

j = −1+24b+36b2+16b3+4τ−8bτ−28b2τ−16b3τ
4(1+b)(22+29b+12b2)

≤ 0 if 0 < b < 0.04 and 0 ≤ τ ≤ τ3. Otherwise,

tNP
j > MEDNP

j ,

(iv) tPP
j −MEDPP

j = −1+15b+4b2+4τ−6bτ
2(1+b)(27+8b) ≤ 0 if 0 < b < 0.07 and 0 ≤ τ ≤ τ4. Otherwise, tPP

j > MEDPP
j . �

Proof of Lemma 3.

(i) NN case: The coordination of emission taxes does not affect the equilibrium outcomes because
the emission tax policy is independent of domestic welfare when the two governments keep their
port public. Thus, domestic welfare under the coordination of emission taxes is the same as that

in Table 1, that is, WNN∗
i = WNN

i and WNN∗
j = WNN

j . Thus, W
NN∗

= W
NN

.

(ii) NP case: We substitute t = ti = t j into Equation (10) when both governments set the same
emission taxes. The differentiation of the sum of domestic welfare in Equation (10) with respect to
t yields the following coordinated emission tax: tNP∗ = −5+4b+6b2

2(1+b)(9+8b)
<
>0 when b<>0.40. The resulting

domestic welfare and global welfare are WNP∗
i = 64+111b+49b2

2(9+8b)2 , WNP∗
j = 62b+109b2+48b3

−1
2(9+8b)2 , and

W
NP∗

= 7+13b+6b2

2(9+8b) . Thus, WNP∗
i > WNP

i , WNP∗
j < WNP

j and W
NP∗

> W
NP

.

(iii) PN case: The differentiation of the sum of domestic welfare in Equation (14) with respect to t yields

tPN∗ = 2+b+2b2

2(1+b)(9+8b) . The resulting welfares are WPN∗
i = 61+108b+49b2

2(9+18b)2 , WPN∗
j = 2+65b+109b2+48b3

2(9+18b)2 ,

and W
PN∗

= 7+13b+6b2

2(9+8b) . Thus, WPN∗
i < WPN

i , WPN∗
j > WPN

j and W
PN∗

> W
PN

.

(iv) PP case: The differentiation of the sum of domestic welfare in Equation (17) with respect to t

yields tPP∗ = 4b
2(9+8b) . The resulting welfares are WPP∗

i = 59+111b+51b2

2(9+8b)2 , WPP∗
j = 4+62b+107b2+48b3

2(9+8b)2 ,

and W
PP∗

= 7+13b+6b2

2(9+8b) . Thus, WPP∗
i

<
>WPP

i when b<>0.78, WPP∗
j > WPP

j and W
PP∗

> W
PP

. �

Proof of Lemma 4.
First, we compare the welfare ranks among the possible scenarios.

(i) WNN∗∗
i − WPN∗∗

i =
(−4−2b−b2+(1+b)(15+8b)t)(−164−540b−583b2

−252b3
−40b4+2(1+b)(15+8b)(17+2b(17+6b))t)

(15+8b)2(14+b(23+4b))2 .

Then, WNN∗∗
i < WPN∗∗

i if t1 < t < t2; otherwise, WNN∗∗
i ≥ WPN∗∗

i , where ti(i =1, . . . , 18) is as
presented in Appendix A.

(ii) WNP∗∗
i −WPP∗∗

i =
(−5+20t+18bt+b2(−2+8t))(179(−1+4t)+2b(−141−b(89+4b(6+b))+(681+4b(116+b(33+4b)))t))

162(19+2b(9+2b))2 .

Then, WNP∗∗
i < WPP∗∗

i if t3 < t < t4; otherwise WNP∗∗
i ≥WPP∗∗

i .

(iii) WNN∗∗
j − WNP∗∗

j =
(1−5b−3b2+(1+b)(15+8b)t)(−89−402b−610b2

−390b3
−88b4+2(1+b)(15+8b)(22+b(29+12b))t)

(15+8b)2(19+2b(9+2b))2 .

Then, we have the following relationships:
(iii-1) if 0 < b ≤ 0.180, WNN∗∗

j < WNP∗∗
j when 0 < t < t6, and WNN∗∗

j ≥WNP∗∗
j when t6 ≤ t < 1;

(iii-2) if 0.180 < b ≤ 1, WNN∗∗
j < WNP∗∗

j when 0 < t5 < t < t6; otherwise, WNN∗∗
j ≥WNP∗∗

j .
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(iv) WPN∗∗
j −WPP∗∗

j =
(2+10t+b(7+2b)(−1+4t))(−68+416t+b(−244+1282t+b(−289+1228t+2b(43+4b)(−1+4t))))

162(14+b(23+4b))2 . Then,

we have the following relationships:
(iv-1) if 0 < b ≤ 0.266, WPN∗∗

j < WPP∗∗
j when 0 < t < t8, and WPN∗∗

j ≥WPP∗∗
j when t8 ≤ t < 1;

(iv-2) if 0.266 < b ≤ 1, WPN∗∗
j < WPP∗∗

j when 0 < t7 < t < t8; otherwise, WPN∗∗
j ≥WPP∗∗

j .

Then, we show that the Nash equilibrium in the privatization choice game under the coordinated
emission taxes before privatization choices are as follows:

(i) NN is a Nash equilibrium if one of the following conditions are met: (i-1) t ∈ (t2,1) for all b; (i-2)
t ∈ (0, t5) and b ∈ (0.180, 1]; (i-3) t ∈ (t6,t1) and b ∈ (0, 0.354].

(ii) PN is a Nash equilibrium if one of the following conditions are met: (ii-1) t ∈ (t1, t2) and
b ∈ [0, 0.432, 1); (ii-2) t ∈ (t8, t2) and b ∈ (0.432, 1].

(iii) NP is a Nash equilibrium if one of the following conditions are met: (iii-1) t ∈ (0, t6) and
b ∈ (0, 0.180]; (iii-2) t ∈ (t5, t6) and b ∈ (0.180, 0.323]; (iii-3) t ∈ (t5, t3) and b ∈ (0.323, 1]; (iii-4)
t ∈ (t4, t6). if b ∈ (0.514, 1]

(iv) PP is a Nash equilibrium if t ∈ (t3, t8) and b ∈ (0.383, 1]. �
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